Public call for applications for the admission to the CLICI Summer School a.y. 23-24

Delivery period: from 6 July 2024 until 27th July 2024
Registration deadline: 6 May 2024

Art. 1 – Object and Purpose

CLICI – Center for Italian language and culture – of Tor Vergata University of Rome issues a notice of public selection (a total number of at most 80 places are available) to enroll the CLICI Summer School a.y. 23-24 that will take place 6 – 27 July 2024.

CLICI Summer School wants to enhance the knowledge of Italian language and culture to international students from all over the world by offering an intensive course that includes lessons of Italian language, and tourist-cultural itineraries mainly across Metropolitan City of Rome Capital and Castelli Romani.

Art. 2 – Programmes

CLICI Summer School program offers 2 types of programmes:

1 - Full Programme from 8th-20th July, 2024 includes the following activities:

Language Lessons
Students will participate in 30 hours of Italian language lessons sheduled from Monday to Friday morning. Classes will be held by teachers designated by CLICI as qualified for teaching Italian as a foreign language. The employed teaching methodology places the student at the center of the learning process through interactive and entertaining activities aimed to engage students and encourage them to use the Italian language in different contexts (formal and informal). Lessons will be adapted to the students’ language skill level and will also deal with topics connected to the tourist-cultural itineraries. Classes will be held in CLICI's classrooms at ‘Campus X’.

Itineraries
Students are going to participate in 6 tourist-cultural itineraries to be attended in the afternoon (4 hours each) and 2 itineraries on Saturdays (8 hours each). Participants will be led to discover the natural and cultural heritage of the territory of Rome and its surroundings across Lazio. The itineraries will be carried out promoting a slow and sustainable tourism with the aim of providing immersive and interdisciplinary experiences. Participants will enjoy strategically constructed narratives which combine different topics relating to history, literature, artistic and performative productions, craftsmanship, food and wine traditions.

For Full Programme, a total number of at most 50 places are available.
The complete program with all its details is available on the CLICI website, at the following link:

http://clici.uniroma2.it/clici-summer-school/

2- Saturday Itineraries, on the following Saturdays: 6, 13, 20 and 27 July 2024. It includes the following activities:

Students are going to participate in 4 tourist-cultural itineraries to be held on Saturdays (8 hours each). Participants will be led to discover the natural and cultural heritage of the territory of Rome and its surroundings across Lazio. The itineraries will be carried out promoting a slow and sustainable tourism with the aim of providing immersive and interdisciplinary experiences. Participants will enjoy strategically constructed narratives which combine different topics relating to history, literature, artistic and performative productions, craftsmanship, food and wine traditions.

For Saturday Itineraries, a total number of at most 30 places are available.

The complete program with all its details is available on the CLICI website, at the following link:

http://clici.uniroma2.it/clici-summer-school/

**Art. 3 General requirements for participation and ranking list of admitted candidates**

CLICI Summer School is exclusively open to candidate students holding a five-year high school Diploma (or equivalent title), and who follow the registration procedure correctly and on time. Admissions are subjected to a maximum number of available registrations: 50 places for Full Programme and 30 places for Saturday Itineraries. The ranking list of admitted candidates will be formulated taking into account the activation of the classes of the required language level.

The chronological order in which the application form was submitted on the online system is the criteria on which the selection of candidates is based on.

This Notice and the selection outcome will be published on the University Language Center website, reachable at the link http://clici.uniroma2.it/clici-summer-school/. Publication of the ranking list serves as official communication to all candidates who have made application.

**Art. 4 Admission procedure and payment of enrolment fee**

Terms of registration open 19 February 2024.

1- Full Programme

Total cost for the CLICI Summer School “Full Programme”:

- € 800 for external students not enrolled at Tor Vergata University of Rome
- € 700 for internal students (enrolled at any course of Tor Vergata University of Rome, or coming from affiliated universities)
- € 650 for students belonging to affiliated universities and who request a group registration (minimum 10 students)
- € 0 for political refugee students (documentation certifying their refugee status in Italy is mandatory)

In order to participate the Full Programme, it is mandatory to complete the pre-enrollment application by 6 May 2024. Link for pre-enrollment application: https://delphi.uniroma2.it/totem/jsp/corsiErogati/accedi.jsp?language=EN

After completing the pre-enrollment application, the system will generate a pre-registration bill of 150 euros as an advance payment of the registration total cost.

Activation of the class of the required Italian language level will be provided to students by May 20.

Starting from May 21, another bill will generate by the system in order to complete the payment of enrollment fee:

- € 650 for external students not enrolled at Tor Vergata University of Rome
- € 550 for internal students (enrolled at any course of Tor Vergata University of Rome, or coming from affiliated universities)
- € 500 for students belonging to affiliated universities and who request a group registration (minimum 10 students)
- Students with documentation certifying their political refugee status in Italy will not have to pay any tax bill. When registering, the online system will require to upload the documentation certifying the refugee status.

The bill to complete the payment of enrollment fee must be paid by 31 May 2024.

**Pre-enrollment refund** is reserved only in case the class of the required Italian language level will be not activated. Student who wants to be refunded can activate the procedure following the information which will be received by email.

**Enrollment fee is non-refundable for any reason.**

**Total cost for CLICI Summer School (Full programme/Saturday itineraries) does not include accommodation and board** which are completely paid by the student.

As an affiliate to Destination Management Organization Around Rome, and for simple indicative purpose, CLICI suggests a list of affiliated institutions and accommodations, reachable at the following link: http://clici.uniroma2.it/clici-summer-school/

1- Saturday Itineraries

Total cost for the CLICI Summer School “Saturday Itineraries”:

250 €
In order to participate the Saturday Itineraries, it is mandatory to complete the pre-enrollment application by 6 May 2024. Link for pre-enrollment application: 
https://delphi.uniroma2.it/totem/jsp/corsiErogati/accedi.jsp?language=EN

After completing the pre-enrollment application, the system will generate a pre-registration bill of 50 euros as an advance payment of the registration total cost.

Activation of the class of the required Italian language level will be provided to students by May 20th.

Starting from May 21, another bill of 200 euros will generate by the system in order to complete the payment of enrollment fee. The bill to complete the payment of enrollment fee must be paid by 31 May 2024.

**Pre-enrollment refund** is reserved only in case the class of the required Italian language level will be not activated. Student who wants to be refunded can activate the procedure following the information which will be received by email.

Enrollment fee is non-refundable for any reason.

**Total cost for CLICI Summer School (Full programme/Saturday itineraries) does not include accommodation and board** which are completely paid by the student.

As an affiliate to Destination Management Organization Around Rome, and for simple indicative purpose, CLICI suggests a list of affiliated institutions and accommodations, reachable at the following link:  http://clici.uniroma2.it/clici-summer-school/

**Art. 5 Confirmation of admission**

Candidates will be contacted by CLICI trough the email address indicated on the admission form by 20 May 2024. Winner candidates will have to pay the enrollment bill to complete the payment fee by 31 May 2024. Non-admitted candidates will be able to activate the **refund procedure** by following the information they will receive by email.

**Art. 6 Final Certificate**

All “Full Programme” participants who attend at more than 70% of the hours scheduled for the activities (language lessons and tourist-cultural itineraries) will be issued a certificate of attendance indicating the achieved level of Italian language.

All “Saturday Itineraries” participants who attend at more than 70% of the hours scheduled for the activities will be issued a certificate of attendance.

**Art. 7 Translation and controversies**
In case of controversies relating to this Note, the Court of Rome is the competent authority. The Italian version of the document will prevail and not its translation.

**Art. 8 – Information Privacy**

The processing of personal data requested by this Notice is aimed exclusively at this selection procedure, in accordance with the provisions of EU Regulations no. 679/2016 of 27 April 2016 “General Data Protection Regulation” of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 (in hereinafter referred to as GDPR), to Legislative Decree 196/2003, as amended by Legislative Decree 101/2018, as well as in compliance with the provisions of the Guarantor for Data protection.

**Art. 9 – Responsible for the procedure**

Pursuant to the articles. 4, 5 and 6 of law 7 August 1990, n. 241 and subsequent amendments, the person responsible for the procedure referred to in this notice is Dott.ssa Silvana Pigliautile, Chief pf 5 division of the University Linguistic Center – Teaching assignment. Email silvana.pigliautile@uniroma2.it

**Art.10 Contacts**

Website of CLICI – Center for Italian language and culture: [http://clici.uniroma2.it/clici-summer-school/](http://clici.uniroma2.it/clici-summer-school/)

Email of CLICI – Center for Italian language and culture: info.linguaitaliana@uniroma2.it

Telephone: 06725991031